SmoothEdit v1 Update Information

This file contains a list of changes that have been made to this release of SmoothEdit

You can check for the latest software updates, and obtain help and support from http://www.psquared.net/support/

Thank you for reading this information.
P Squared Development team.

v1.0.9

This release contains updated support files that improve speed and handling of compressed audio files. It also improves accuracy with Time Stretch functions

v1.0.8

When you highlight only a single channel in a stereo file and press delete, it now silences that side where previously it would have deleted from both sides.

v1.0.7

The following problems have been fixed:
·	The displayed length of the audio would only be accurate when editing WAV files.
·	After pasting in new audio, the display would occasionally not update to show the new audio
·	The Paste button was disabled unless you had some audio already in the file, meaning you couldn't easily paste audio into a new file

v1.0.6

SmoothEdit now displays more suitable X and Y scales - minutes and percentages rather than samples and sample values. 

The following problems have been fixed:
·	If you closed the inner window with the little 'X' and then closed the main window very quickly afterwards SmoothEdit would 'hang'

v1.0.5

The following problems have been fixed:
·	When saving a mono recording to mp3 or MP2 formats, the destination file created was always stereo. This could also cause distortion in the destination file.
·	Related to the above issue, recording at a sample rate other than 44100 and then saving to mp3 or MP2 formats, the destination file was always 44100.

v1.0.4

Internal changes relating to Myriad v3

v1.0.3

There is now a 'Release License' option on the License wizard which allows you to release the license so you can use it on another computer - this only works a limited number of times however, and you must be connected to the internet before you can use this feature.

The 'Only allow new audio to be created..." option is now applied when using the "Save As..." menu option

Most of the work in this issue is related to future compatibility with Myriad v3, however the following issues have been fixed:
·	The filename extension of the recently used filename is now shown on the File menu
·	The Insert Silence and Paste buttons would be erroneously enabled if you clicked in the waveform while it was playing audio
·	The record button was enabled during playback
·	Double clicking on the waveform now only selects the displayed section, not the entire file.

v1.0.2

SmoothEdit has been recompiled due to changes with Myriad v3 and Scoop v3 so it remains fully compatible.

The following issues have been fixed:
·	Some issues related to zooming in and out have been resolved
·	The Delete Silence option would sometimes cause SmoothEdit to exit

v1.0.1

The links to the Directory have been removed and the settings are now stored in the Registry instead. This allows SmoothEdit to load considerably faster and makes it far easier to install.

The Vertical scale is now shown in percent to match the audio amplification functions.

There is now a 'Release License' option on the License wizard which allows you to release the license so you can use it on another computer - this only works a limited number of times however, and you must be connected to the internet before you can use this feature.

The Loop Play button is now enabled.

The following issues have been fixed:
·	When Recording, the play and pause buttons were enabled when they should have been disabled.
·	After performing some functions some of the toolbar buttons would not re-enable.
·	Due to changes in the way the Progress Bar updates, complex functions that use it now execute slightly faster.
·	Saving IMA ADPCM files could result in some audible 'static' being embedded in the audio
·	When you first licensed SmoothEdit, some users had to License twice becuase of a message regarding the license not being valid for the computer.
·	Fixed a problem with opening files that either contain spaces or are located in folders that have spaces as part of the path - this is becuase Windows automatically adds quote marks around the filename

v1.0.0

Initial release.

